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timeXtender and TRIMIT announce OEM agreement  
to deliver out-of-the-box Business Intelligence

TRIMIT, a leading provider of Microsoft Dynamics NAV vertical solutions for manufacturing and trading  
companies, and timeXtender, a leading provider of Business Intelligence tools, today announced an OEM 
agreement that enables TRIMIT to deliver Business Intelligence out of the box for Dynamics NAV customers  
in the fashion, furniture, and manufacturing industry.  

As a result of the OEM agreement, TRIMIT now offers new and tailor-made reporting and analysis capabilities in their  
Dynamics NAV vertical solutions. The TRIMIT Business Intelligence solution covers analytics within areas such as finance, sales,  
procurement and inventory. The solution is powered by timeXtender’s Microsoft based technology.

“When we combine TRIMIT’s Dynamics NAV verticals and expertise with timeXtender’s Business Intelligence software, customers 
gain one of the fastest and most flexible Business Intelligence solutions in the marketplace,” says Steen W. Poulsen, Chief Operation 
Officer at TRIMIT. He continues, “with the new TRIMIT solution our customers will be able to implement Business Intelligence at a 
fraction of the cost, time, and effort typically associated with Business Intelligence implementations.”

“Our agreement with TRIMIT enables Dynamics NAV customers to realize the full business value of Business Intelligence through  
this powerful combination of complementary technologies,” says Lars Vestergaard, Executive VP of Sales at timeXtender.  
“This agreement also underlines timeXtender’s position as a recognized supplier of Business Intelligence for Dynamics NAV,”  
says Vestergaard.

About TRIMIT:

TRIMIT is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner with both the Microsoft Business Solutions, and the ISV competency. TRIMIT focuses 
on four verticals: Fashion, Furniture, Product Configuration and Trade & Distribution. 
The goal is to extend, optimize and improve the use of Microsoft Dynamics NAV in a manufacturing or trading company. This 
includes a complete set of industry-specific out-of-the-box web portals with seamless integration to Microsoft Dynamics NAV and 
a complete CMS (Content Management System). Dedicated TRIMIT Partners all over the world sell, implement and support the 
TRIMIT solution

TRIMIT’s Solution is awarded Best Vertical Solution by Microsoft, and TRIMIT was the first in the world to have a customer live on 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009.

About timeXtender

timeXtender® is a dynamic and innovative Business Intelligence software house that develops the product timeXtender®  
- a SQL Server-based data warehousing and OLAP cube tool that requires no coding. timeXtender is also the creator of QuickCubes 
- predefined and easily deployed Business Intelligence solutions. A Microsoft Gold Partner since 2006, timeXtender reached a  
strategic milestone when it was named Microsoft ISV Partner of the year in Denmark in 2008. Headquartered in Denmark, with  
offices throughout Europe and in the USA, timeXtender is an international, partner- driven company.  
Read more at www.timextender.com and www.quickcube.eu. 
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